The data on the number and heights of the waves were
subjected to an analysis of variance to examine the variation within and between trees and the effects due to orientation of the veneer sheet. The conclusions from this analysis are:
1) Both the number and heights of the waves vary greatly; most of the variation is accounted for by differences
between trees.
2) The effects of orientation are not significant; that is,
the measurements may be made on samples taken from
any point around the circumference of the log.
3) The data from the upper and lower billets of seven
trees show that significant differences occur within trees
in the numbers but not in the heights of the waves.
The ranked means for numbers of waves per 20 cin.

length and heights of the waves are shown in Table 1.
Also shown are the rankings made by two independent
observers who ranked the corresponding sheets of veneer
visually by the degreee of flamy figured grain. I t can be
Seen from the simple rank correlations that the number
of the waves is the more important factor in determining
the intensity of flamy figure grain.
Differences between any pair of ranked means for numbers of waves are not significant with the exception of
that between tree 13 and 17 which is only slightly greoter
than three times the standard error and is therefore oP
doubtful significance when the size of sample is considered.
The indications are that we can expect to find a continuous
range of variation between straight grain and well-defined
flamy figure in Betula verrucosa.
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Cytogenetic studies in the genus Picea LINK have progressed little beyond the stage of chromosome counts.
Examination of sixteen species indicated that the haploid
chromosome number is twelve (3, 7, 8), and little doubt
remains that this number prevails in normally developed ind i v i d u a l ~throughout the genus. Chromosome morphology,
thus being of greater interest than chromosome number, nas
been dealt with in only a small number of species. The
studies of all species investigated agree that nine chromosomes have median and three submedian centromeres. Secondary constrictions were noted in two species, namely
BOISC.
(3) and
three constrictions in P. smithiana (WALLICH)
two in P. jezoensis var. hondoensis (MAYR) REHDER
(7). Detüilerl species comparisons, based on carefully drawn idiograms, are still lacking for this genus. As a result existence and nature of interspeciiic differences in chromosome morphology still require comprehensive investigations.
For a study of chromosome morpnology in P. rubens
and P. rna~iana,seed from two sources of each species
was supplied by the Glendon Hall Laboratory of the University of Toronto. P. mariana came from the Longlac and
the North Bay area of Ontario, and P. rubens from the
Valcartier Forest Experiment Station, Quebec, and the
Haliburton area of Ontario. Seedling rciot tips were pretreaied in 0.1% colchicine for 20 nours, fixed in 3 : 1 alcohol-acetic acid for 30 mjnutes, stained according to the
F EULGEN procedure, and squashed in acetic acid. Slides
were made permanent according to the dry ice method (1).
Analysis began with the preparation of camera lucida
d r a w i ~ g sof three metaphase plates of each spccies a t a
magniiication of 5000. Length of chromosome arms was
measured and summed within each plate to obtain "total
diploid complement length" (TDCL). The contribution of
each individual chromosome to the plate total could then
be expiessed as TDCL %. This term, being a measure of
chromosorne length in relative terms, permits the comparison of chromosomes from plates with different deI ) Canada Department of Forestry, Petawawa Forest Experiment
Station, Chalk River, Ontario.

grees of contraction (6). Next, arm ratios were obtwined
by dividing the length of the short arm by that of the
long arm. On ihe basis of relative length and arm ratios,
chroinosomes were then paired to obtain the haploid set
which was asraiiged in order of increasing length.
Tlie sesulting chromosome series showed fcw distinguishing characteristics. I n both species the twelve chromosome pairs differed merely quantitatively from one
another, i. e. in length and arm ratio, showing a lack of
easily recognizable qualitative features such as secondary
constrictions and satellites. Although olservxi, S C C ( I ~ ~ ~ : ! , . V
constrictions could not be consistently identified. Especially difficult was their separation from other achromatic regions. Similar conditions have recently been described from a study of Pinus (9).
The exclusive presence of quantitative differences demanded a cautious interpretation of the data (5). Attention
was focussed on distinguishable chromosome groups
rather than on individual chromosomes because of opticai limitations and random variation within the populations.
No clear-cut differences between species could be determined and for both species the chromosomes of each plate
could be separated into three groups based on length and
arm ratio. These groups, based on one plate of eich
species, are shown in Figure 1. Group I ccnsists of one
short pair with submedian centromere. Group 2 comprises three medium-sized pairs with one median and
two submedian centromeres. Group 3 jncludes eight long
pairs with rnore or less median centromeres.
The single pair in group 1 can always be easily identified but several individual pairs within groups 2 and
3 cannot. I n group 2 the pair with median centromere
(pair 2) can be distinguished from chromosomes in group
3, which also have median centromeres, by its much
sma.iler size. But the pairs wiih submedian centrorneres
(pairs 3 and 4) are so close in length and arm ratio that
their separation is rather difficult and probably not always
reliable. I n group 3 conditions are similar and only the

